The robust identification and comprehensive profiling of copy number alterations (CNAs) is highly challenging. The amount of data obtained from high-throughput technologies such as array-based comparative genomic hybridization is often too large and it is required to develop a comprehensive and versatile tool for the detection and visualization of CNAs in a genome-wide scale. With this respective, we introduce a software framework, CGHscape that was originally developed to explore the CNAs for the study of copy number variation (CNV) or tumor biology. As a standalone program, CGHscape can be easily installed and run in Microsoft Windows platform. With a user-friendly interface, CGHscape provides a method for data smoothing to cope with the intrinsic noise of array data and CNA detection based on SW-ARRAY algorithm. The analysis results can be demonstrated as log2 plots for individual chromosomes or genomic distribution of identified CNAs. With extended applicability, CGHscape can be used for the initial screening and visualization of CNAs facilitating the cataloguing and characterizing chromosomal alterations of a cohort of samples.
Introduction
The advancement of high-throughput technologies such as microarray-based platforms has opened unprecedented challenges in a biological field. In case of genomic analysis, array-based comparative genomic hybridization (array-CGH) has enabled the detection of copy number alterations (CNAs) in a high resolution and has been used for the analysis of cancer or congenital disorders (Pinkel et al., 2005; Yim et al., 2004) . It has also facilitated the discovery of large-scaled structural variations including copy number variation (CNV) that comprises a substantial amount of genomes in normal individuals (Freeman et al., 2006) . In spite of the technological advancement, the identification of CNAs is often not straightforward largely due to the intrinsic noise of array-based dataset. A number of algorithms have been proposed to detect the CNAs (Lai et al., 2005) , however, a majority of them require considerable experiences on handling of large-scale data or specific knowledge (i.e., R-package). In addition, the use of vendor-provided software is often limited to certain types of used array platforms limiting the general use. Thus, it is highly challenging to develop software that can be used with relative ease and those equipped with versatile methods that can be applied for common array-CGH platforms to ensure the extended compatibility.
Here, we propose a software framework designed for the identification and visual representation of CNAs using genome-wide array-CGH profiles. CNAs can be directly identified from log2 ratio profiles that can be obtained from array-CGH datasets with minimal modifications. Data smoothing option is also provided to cope with the noise level of data for reliable detection of CNAs. The identification of CNAs is based on SW-ARRAY algorithm that ensures fast and robust detection of chromosomal alterations. The identified CNAs are exported into Excel-compatible outputs or graphically illustrated with graphic-user interface. Relatively easy operability as well as the fast processing of overall procedures is the major advantage of our software over the conventional ones. CGHscape software package is freely available and provides the comprehensive environments for investigation of tumor genome and genomic variants.
Major Functionalities of CGHscape
(1) CGHscape was designed as a standalone program compatible in Microsoft Windows environments. Compiled codes of CGHscape can be easily installed. The interpreter-or web-based methods have the advantage Sample data: Copy number analysis data using Phalanx Human OneArray(32K) chip.
of being independent of platforms, however, they often sacrifice the overall performance. As compared with previous softwares with similar purposes, CGHscape works relatively fast and it is one of the major advantages of our software (Table 1) .
(2) To ensure the versatility of the methods, log2 ratio profile can be directly uploaded and analyzed in CGHscape. Currently available softwares for copy number detection are often limited to the use of vendor-specific array platforms or data types. In addition, publicly available algorithms from non-profit investigators often require extensive experiences or professional knowledge for large-scaled data handling. The log2 ratio profiles can be relatively easily obtained from array-CGH datasets ensuring the compatibility regardless of the array or data types and data flexibility.
(3) The inherent noise in microarray data must be considered in subsequent analysis and this is especially the case of oligonucleotide-based array CGH (Ylstra et al., 2006) . In case of genomic log2 profiles, the probes can be sorted according to the genomic coordinates and data smoothing can be applied to reduce the noise levels. For the robust detection of CNAs, CGHscape implements the Gaussian smoothing algorithm as well as the moving median or moving average options for data smoothing.
(4) A number of algorithms have been proposed for the identification of CNAs while each of them has own merits and drawbacks. SW-ARRAY algorithm that adopts Smith-Waterman algorithm in scanning and detecting CNAs, has been recently proposed and notable for its high sensitivity and robustness (Price et al., 2005) . The relatively fast performance of the algorithm is also one of its advantages and has been used in large-scale screening of genomic variants (Komura et al., 2006) . CGHscape adopts this algorithm for the detection of CNAs also providing a number of options to adjust the parameters such as threshold levels, permutation levels and cutoff of scores.
(5) Graphic user interface is implemented in the software for the users to easily handle large-scale data or access the analysis results (Fig. 1) . The CNVs identified can be also visually demonstrated as individual chromosomal plots or genome-wide distribution map of scattered CNAs. The CNA regions can be also either exported into tab-delimited plain text or Excel-compatible format for further investigation.
In conclusion, CGHscape can be a useful tool with multi-functionalities containing the initial screening, smoothing, detecting and visualization of CNAs which facilitate cataloguing and characterizing chromosomal alterations of disease samples. 
